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THE NIED HOMESTEAD EARNS HISTORIC DESIGNATION 

 



THE FRENCH (NIED) HOUSE 

 

The French House is a rare example of a well-executed, stone, Greek Revival farmhouse remaining 

in the Western Reserve of Ohio. Of more than 7500 houses that have been entered in the Ohio 

Historic Inventory in the twelve counties of the Reserve, less 

than @ of one percent are sandstone ashlar construction. Other than culverts-and small bridges 

probably less than ten stone structures built before the Civil War are left in Northern Summit 

County. 

The best available information is that the house was well-started in 1847 by a Mr. Williams and 

then remained unfinished 

for several years. A member of the Wolcott family reputedly finished the house with the intention 

of making it an inn, which was not successful due to the construction of the "Washington Inn" at 

Northfield Center, a more important intersection, 2 3/4 miles to the north.  

 

Three generations of Wolcotts lived in the house beforeMr. Henry Bourne acquired it for the 

Goodrich Social Settlement of Cleveland. The Wolcotts operated a cheese factory on the property, 

at the sandstone Ledges to the southeast of the stone house. The ledges provided the stone for the 

house and spring water for cheese making, an important farm industry in the area at that time. 

 

The Goodrich Social Settlement, owner of the house and farm from 1914 to 1951, was an important 

activity of the first Presbyterian Church on Cleveland s Public Square, commonly known as the Old 

Stone Church. The settlement, named for the esteemed Reverend William Henry Goodrich, pastor 

of the church from 1858 until his death in 1874, was one of the first such organizations in the 

United States. Based in the Goodrich House at East 6th Street and St. Clair Avenue in Cleveland, 

the Settlement had operated two "fresh air" camps outside Cleveland before acquiring the Wolcott's 

stone house and their farmland. The house, described as being capable of conversion into "a 

substantial country mansion", underwent some interior alterations. The east and west porches were 

added, a water system was installedand several subordinate buildings were built on the grounds. 

when the Nied family acquired the buildings and land they were confronted with the necessity of 

bringing the stone house into the Twentieth Century to provide good living conditions for five 

young children and, in so doing, providing to the extent possible, a future for the house. "State of 

the art" kitchen and bathrooms were installed and interior repairs started all circa 1955. Now the 

house and much of the land is the basis for a successful landscaping business. 

 

 

 
 

CHAIN OF TITLE FROM COUNTY RECORDER, 



SUMMIT COUNTY, OHIO  

 

Oct. 7 Connecticut Land Co. to Zephaniah Swift- Great Lot 30 

 

 
 

1847 House built on land (Summit Co. Tax Records) 

 

 
 

June 23, 1847 Zephaniah Swift (heirs) to Aaron Thompson 

 

 
 

Feb. 17, 1853 George W. Thompson to Parmenio Wolcott 

 

 
 

August 15, 1898 James M. Wolcott to Avis G. Wolcott (by will) 

1913 Avis G. Wolcott, et al. to Henry E. Bourne 

 

 
 

1914 Henry E. Bourne to Goodrich Social Settlement 

 

 
 

May 19, 1951 Goodrich Social Settlement to Michael E. & Harriet Nied, T. Nied 

 


